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A notation for dynamics of discrete systems is presented. The notation is based on 
an idea of static objects and relations between them which from time to time undergo 
sudden changes. The objects together with relations and changes are described 
mathematically by relational structures and productions imilar to productions of 
graph grammars, respectively. Pattern reproduction is defined and explored and 
several examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper deals with a mathematization of the notion of "reproduction" as observed 
mainly in biology, particularly in molecular biology [1]. It could be informally 
described as a process which starts with one or several specimens of a certain kind and 
ends up with more specimens of the same kind. There has already been an attempt 
by "con Neumann [4] and the consequent school of thought to mathematize this 
notion. However, the philosophy and results of this paper are independent of [4]. 
The mathematical formalism used here is closely related to recent research in graph 
grammars and graph automata, as represented, for example, by [6, 7]. However, the 
purpose of the formalism in this paper is different: instead of investigating static 
structures which were derived from an original one by a set of rules, we are interested 
in discrete dynamical processes, where an original structure is being transformed in
a step-by-step fashion into a new one, and where the lementary changes are charac- 
terized by productions. Our main results are related to such processes. 
Also, we deal with more general relational structures instead of graphs. Relational 
structures are in fact a representation f the intuitive view of the real world consisting 
of interrelated objects. The apparatus of relational structures used in this way becomes 
very powerful and intuitively appealing and it is hoped it may find applications in 
distinct areas which deal with discrete dynamical processes, like discrete systems 
* A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the Conference on 
Biologically Motivated Automata Theory, McLean, Virginia, June 19-21, 1974. 
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theory, artificial intelligence, processes of molecular biology and/or chemistry, etc. 
The description of the apparatus is given in Section 2. 
In Section 3, reproducing pattern is defined and several results related to both 
necessary and sufficient conditions of reproduction are introduced. Section 4 contains 
two examples of reproduction. It should be readable immediately after Section 2. 
2. SYSTEMS 
In this section and throughout the paper, our basic mathematical structure will 
be the relational structure of Definition 2.1. As was said above, intuitively it 
describes the real world consisting of interrelated iscrete objects (cf. Example 2.2). 
We shall consider these objects and relations to be basically static, except in short 
moments of change. The changes of both objects and their relations are supposed to 
occur abruptly from time to time and will be described later in the section with the 
help of productions (Definition 2.7). A system (Definition 2.18) is then formally an 
original relational structure plus a set of productions. 
For a more formal development, let C ~ (X, Y), C' = (X', Y') be couples of sets. 
Then throughout the paper, we shall extend the standard set-theoretical operations 
coordinatewise in the following way. 
CnC'  =(Xc~X' ,YnY ' ) ,  CuC '=(XUX' ,YuY ' ) ,  
c - c '  = (x  - x ' ,  Y - Y ' ) ,  
CCC' i f fXCX 'and  YCY ' ,a~Ci f fa~Xor  a~Y,  C is finite iff both X and Y 
are finite, and C is empty (denoted C = ~)  iff both X = ~ and Y = ~.  
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L 1 , L 2 ..... Ln be mutually disjoint sets of unary, binary, up 
to n-ary labels. 
A relational structure over L1, L 2 ..... Ln (abbreviated structure) is a couple of 
sets cp = (X, E), where X is a set of nodes or vertices (denoted also Nod cp) and 
E C ((L 1 X X) k3 (L2 • X*) ~3 "'" ~3 (L, • X~)) is a set of edges (denoted also Ed ~). 
In a special case L 1 , L s .... , L~ = ~,  Card(L,) = 1, we have an oriented graph. 
Notions "node" and "edge" originate from this relationship. 
According to this definition, edges are sequences of the type (A, a 1 ..... ak). For 
greater convenience we shall denote them by expressions of the type A(a 1 ,..., ak). 
Existence of such an edge will intuitively mean that a certain relation A exists between 
nodes a 1 ..... as (cf. Example 2.2). 
For the convenience of the reader, throughout the paper script capitals and 
greek letters usually denote structures, roman capitals at the beginning of the 
alphabet usually denote labels, and natural numbers usually denote nodes. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A and D be unary labels, B a binary label, C a ternary label, 
then 
q, = ({1,2, 3, 4}, {A(1), D(1), B(1, 2), B(2, 3), C(1, 1, 1), C(1, 2, 2)}) 
is a structure. 
Besides the set-theoretic notation of Definition 2.1, we shall employ a graphical 
notation. Nodes will be denoted by circles with the names of the nodes inside. Unary 
edges will be denoted by labels separated by commas preceding the corresponding 
edge. Binary, ternary, etc., edges will be represented by labeled arrows and their 
generalization. Figure 1 contains structure cp of the previous example. 
C C 
A,O 
O 
FIGURE 1 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let us have a situation which may be described in words in the 
following way. "A green book is on a table which is on a floor." This situation will 
be formalized with the help of unary labels F ("to be a floor"), T ("to be a table"), 
B ("to be a book"), G ("to be green") and a binary label A ("to be on something"). 
The resulting structure is 
r = ({1, 2, 3}, {F(1), T(2), B(3), G(3), A(2, 1), A(3, 2)}). 
Structure r is shown in Fig. 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. The previous example contained unary and binary edges only. To 
show a natural case of edges of higher arity, consider a simple part of an Algol 60 
program: 
P:x :=x- -1 ;  
if x 4= 0 then go to P; 
y :=0.  
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One way to describe the corresponding flowchart is to use a structure go with binary 
labels 
x :=x- -1  I and ] y :=O [ 
and a ternary label 
in the following way (cf. Fig. 3). 
9 = ({1, 2, 3, 4}, 
t! x := x - -1  ] (1 ,2 ) , (  x@0 ) (2 ,1 ,3 ) ,  [ y :=0 (3,4)I) . 
Some of the basic properties of structures are illustrated by the following obser- 
vation. 
OBSERVATION 2.5. Let go, 9', go" be structures. Then 
(i) go u go', go c~ 9' are structures. 
(ii) 9 - -  9' is a structure iff  for every A(al  ..... a,)  ~ Ed 9for  which there exists i, 
1 ~ i ~ n, such that a~ ~ Nod 9 n Nod 9', it holds that 
A(a 1 ..... a~) ~ Ed ~ n Ed 9'. 
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(iii) (9~ --  ~') k) So" is a structure iff for  every A(a  I ..... an) ~ Ed ~ for which there 
exists i, 1 <~ i ~ n, such that ai ~ (Nod ~o ~ Nod ~p') - -  Nod ~p", it holds that 
A(a I ..... an) ~ Ed ~o ~ Ed 9~'. 
lnformal proof. The situation of (ii) is i l lustrated (somewhat inaccurately) by 
Fig. 4. Circles denote sets of nodes of ~o and ~0', respectively, abscissas denote some of 
FIGURE 4 
the edges of ~o. Those edges belonging to ~o - -  ~o' or ~o ca ~0' (in Fig. 4a, labeled A and B, 
respectively) do not cause problems. However, edges of ~0 which do not belong to 
~o c3 ~o' but  have at least one node in Nod ~o c3 Nod ~o' (in Fig. 4a, labeled C) do cause 
problems, because the resulting ~ - -  ~o' has an edge, at least one node of which is not 
an element of the resulting set of nodes, and hence ~o - -  ~' is not a structure (see 
Fig. 4b). 
Similar reasoning applies to the situation of (iii). | 
DEFINITION 2.6. ~- is a substructure of ~o iff r C ~0 and ~, is a structure. 
Embedding of ~o into 9;, denoted e: ~o --+ 9~', is any injection e: Nod ~ --+ Nod ~o' 
such that A(a 1 ..... an) ~ Ed ~o implies A(e(al) ..... e(a~)) ~ Ed 9o'. Let  ~- C ~o, then 
restriction of e to ~" is an embedding ~: r --~ ~o' such that for every a ~ Nod ~-, ~(a) = e(a). 
Let  ~'  D ~o, then extension of e to q / is  an embedding : ag __+ q/,, where ~/' D cp' is some 
structure such that for every a 6 Nod ~o, ~(a) = e(a). Wherever no confusion can 
arise, we shall use the same symbol  for an embedding,  its extension, and restriction, 
respectively. 
Let  e: ~o --~ ~o', then 
e(rp) = ({e(a) I a 6 Nod ~o), {A(e(al),... , e(an)) I A(al  .... , an) ~ Ed 9~}). 
I f  f :  ~o ~ ~o' and g: cp'--~ (p are embeddings such that for every a ~ Nod % 
g(f (a) )  = a, then we call them isomorphisms and 9~, ~0' are isomorphic (denoted ~p ~ ~o' 
and also g ~- f - I ) .  Note e(~) , -~o and a composit ion of two embeddings is again 
an embedding.  
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The structures of Definition 2.1 capture the intuitive notion of static interrelated 
objects. However, in order to be able to describe systems, we have to represent change. 
This is done by the "productions" of the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A production is a couple of structures p = (L~, R~), denoted 
also L~ =~ R~, where L~ and R~ are called left and right side (of production p), 
respectively. 
Structure q~ changes to (derives) ~o' by production p and embedding e: L~--~ ~0 
(denoted ~o =~,~) ~0') iff there is an extension of e toL~ u R~ such that 
(i) Nod (9~ -- e(L~)) n Nod e(R~) = 2~ and 
(ii) q~' = (~o -- e(L~,)) U e(R~), where 9~' is a structure. 
Definition 2.7 requires some comment. Intuitively speaking, every production 
stands for a certain type of change. Then ~ =>e(~) q0' means, in words: In structure % 
on a spot specified by e, there occurred a change of the type p, and the result was 
structure 9~'. The change itself consists of the following steps (cf. Fig. 5). 
FmURE 5 
(i) e(L~) is torn off original structure ~v. 
(ii) Embedding e is extended toL~ u R~. Because e(L~) has already been defined, 
this means that we have to define e(R~--L~); this may he done arbitrarily up 
to isomorphism, provided we observe condition (i) of Definition 2.7. 
(iii) e(R~) was added to 9 -- e(L~). 
A subtlety of the definition lies in the fact that the resultant 9' is required to be a 
structure; hence in the process of change, no edges analogous to the one labeled 
C in Fig. 5 may be allowed. This is formally stated by Theorem 2.10. First we shall 
introduce the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Production p applies to cp via e iff there exist ~o' such that 
~e(~) ~0'. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. Let go, go', and ~- be structures, then we say e: go--~ r is an 
go'-covered embedding iff for every A(a I ..... an) ~ 7, for which there exists i, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
such that a i ~ e(Nod go -- Nod go'), A(a  1 ..... an) ~ e(go). 
THEOREM 2.10. Production p applies to go via e iff e: L~-+ go is an Rg-covered 
embedding. 
Proof. Suppose production p applies to go via e, then go =>e(~) go'. By Definition 2.7, 
go' = (go - -  e(L~)) v) e(R~); hence by Observation 2.5(iii), go' to be a structure implies 
A(al  ..... an) ~ e(L~) for every A(al  ..... an) ~ go for which there exists i, 1 ~< i ~< n, 
such that a ie  e(NodL~ -- Nod R~). Hence e: L~ -+ go is R~-covered. 
For the opposite, suppose that we are given go and p and there exists an R~-covered 
embedding e:L~ -+ go. Then extend e to L~ v3 R~ in such a way that Nod e(R~ - -  L~) t~ 
Nod q~ = ;~ (such an extension is always possible). Define go' = (go --  e(L~)) u e(R~). 
Then by Observation 2.5(iii), go' is a structure and also all conditions of Definition 2.7 
hold. Hence go ~e(~) go' and p applies to go via e. | 
Theorem2.10 is illustrated by the following examples and corollaries up to 
Corollary 2. ! 6. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let go ~- ({1, 2, 3},{B(1, 2), B(2, 3)}) (cf. Fig. 6). Let 
p = ({1, 2}, {B(1, 2)}) ~ ((1, 2}, {B(2, 2)}). 
it" )(-y.-,~ 
'[8' I 1 I J 
1 I 
! i 
~ ,!,. ( Lp) 
Q 
~ 8 
Y, 
FIGURE 6 
! 
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Then there are two embeddings ca, e2:L~--+g O such that el(1 ) ~ 1, ex(2 ) = 2, 
e2(1) ~-2,  ez(2)= 3. Both are R~-covered, hence there exist go1 ,~~ such that 
~0 ~el(~9) gol ' ~0 :=)'-e2(I } go2 " In fact, 
go~ = ({1, 2, 3}, {B(2, 2), B(2, 3)}), 
go2 = ({1, 2, 3}, {B(1, 2), B(3, 3)}). 
This is demonstrated by Fig. 6. 
EXAMPLE 2.12. Again, take structure go of the previous example and let 
q = ({1, 2}, {B(1, 2)}) ~ ({1, 3), {B(3, 3)}) 
(cf. Fig. 7). Note that Lq ~ L ,  of the previous example, but R a :/- R , .  Then again, 
q.- --> 
3 
B 
B 
FIOURE 7 
! 
there are two embeddings f~ ,f2: L~--~ go such that fl(1) ~ 1, fx(2) = 2, f~(1) -~ 2, 
A(2) = 3. 
This time, however f l  is not Ra-covered, because B(1, 2)~fl(Lq) while 
2 ~ Nodfl(Lq) -- Nodf~(Rq) = f~({2}) = {2}. 
Hence q does not apply to go via f l  9 
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On the other hand, f2 is R~-covered, as is easily verified, hence go ~1,~q) go'- To 
obtain go', first we have to extend f2 to Lq u Rq, which means to define f2(3). Let 
f2(3) = 7, then clearly, condition (i) of Definition 2.7 is satisfied and 
go' = ({1, 2, 7}, {B(1, 2), B(7, 7)}) 
(cf. Fig. 7). 
DEFINITION 2.13. A production p is nonerasing iff Nod R~D NodL~.  A sub- 
structure r C go is an isolated substructure (of go) iff for no A(a I ..... an) ~ go, there exist 
i , j ,  1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j  ~ n such that ai~ Nod ~- and aj ~ Nod~o -- Nod ~-. e: ~ --~ go 
is isolated embedding iff e(a//) is an isolated substructure of go. 
OBSERVATION 2.14. (i) e: ~ll -+ go is isolated embedding iff it is ~-covered. 
(ii) Let ~ ~ go C ~ and let e: go -+ r be a ~-covered embedding. Then e: go -+ r 
is also an A-covered embedding. 
The following two corollaries are an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.10 and 
the previous observation. 
COROLLARY 2.15. p is a nonerasing production iff  for  every go and embedding 
e: L~ -+ go, p applies to go via e. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let p be a production and e: L~ -~ go be an isolated embedding, 
then p applies to go via e. 
The following definition introduces everal generalizations of change (derivation) 
along the lines usual in grammars. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let p ba a production, then go ~,go '  iff there exists an 
embedding e: L~--+ go such that ~0 =>e(,)go" Let P be a set of productions, then 
go =>v go' iff there exists p ~ P such that go ~ go'. *~e is the transitive and reflexive 
9 . . .  n ~0t. closure of ='e Let go = go0 =>v go1 =>P ~v go~ = go'; then and only then go ~>e 
Finally, we can state our definition of system: 
DEFINITION 2.18. A system is a couple S = (go0, P), where P is a set of productions 
and goo is a structure (called original structure). Structure go' is derived in S iff goo *~v go'. 
The systems are the basic notion which we shall investigate in the next section. We 
shall be mainly interested in the dynamics of the systems; by this informal notion we 
mean investigation of properties of sequences of the type (go0, go1, goe .... ), where goo 
is the original structure and go0 ~e go1 ~e go2 ~e "'" 9 Referring back to the original 
intuition behind the formalism introduced, this means investigation of dynamical 
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processes which start with a specified original situation, described in terms of relational 
structure %.  This structure undergoes a sequence of subsequent changes of a local 
nature; i.e., each change affects a part of the structure only and beyond that part, the 
structure remains untouched. Changes are of several known kinds, each described 
by a production of P. 
3. REPRODUCING PATTERNS 
The theory of systems from the previous ection can be developed in many possible 
directions. In this section, we shall explore one of the directions, namely, reproduction 
of the so-called patterns. Patterns are substructures of some larger structures of the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. # is apattern of structure 9 iff for any two embeddings e:9 ~ --~ 9, 
f :  ~ ~ 9, either e(~) =f (~)  or e(~) n f (#)  = Z.  
Let E ----- {e(~) I e: ~ ~ cp is an embedding}, then the number of occurrences of ~,  
denoted #(#0 C 9) is Card(E). ~ is a pattern of system S ----- (9, P) iff ~ is a pattern 
of every 9' derived in S. # is apattern offinite order in system S, iff:~ is a pattern of S 
and for every 9' derived in S, #(~ C ~o') is finite. 
The main notion of this section is the following definition. 
DEFImTION 3.2. ~ is a reproducing pattern in S = (9o, P)  iff there exist 91, ~02 ,... 
for which 9o *~e 91 *~, 92 ~,  "", ~ is a pattern of 9o, ~Ol, 92 ,..-, and #(~ C 9o) < 
#(~ c 9,) < #(~ c 92) .  
There may be other, stronger formalizations of the intuitive notion "reproduction." 
For another formalization, see the end of Example 4.1. However, results of this 
section are concerned only with reproduction as defined by Definition 3.2. 
The theory of this section has a strong flavor of both topology and automata theory. 
The topological flavor is displayed by the following definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A structure 9 is disconnected iff there exist nonempty structures 
2/, B such that 9 = ~/u  B and ~/c3 B = ~.  9 is connected iff it is not disconnected. 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  ~ is reproducing in some S, then ~ is connected. 
Proof follows immediately from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. I f  ~ is a disconnected pattern of 9, then #(~ C 9) ~ 1. 
Proof. Suppose #(# C 9) > 1, then there exist embeddings e, f: ~ ~ 9 such 
that e(~) c~ f(#~) = ~.  ~ is disconnected, hence there xist nonempty structures 
57I]I1[2-4 
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A, B such that A n B = ;~, A ~d B = ~.  Then e(A) u f (B)  is another embedding 
of ~ into % denoted g: ~ ~ ~o. But then e(~) 4: g (~)  n e(~) @ ~ and ~ is not 
a pattern of~v. | 
The next result states that the property of reproduction is undecidable. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let S be a finite system, ~ a finite pattern of S. It is algorithmically 
unsolvable whether ~ is a reproducing pattern in S. 
Proof. Let A* be a free monoid generated by A with unity A and operation 
concatenation. Then the Chomsky type O grammar (abbreviated grammar) is a 4-tuple 
G = (N, T, S, P), where N and T are disjoint finite sets of symbols called non- 
terminals and terminals, respectively, S ~ N, P is a finite set of productions p of the 
form v 1 =~ v 2 with vl~(Nk.I  T)*- -{h} and v~(NW T)*. Then w =~ w' iff 
w=u-v  l 'u ' ,  w' =u 'v  2 'u ' ,  where u ,u '6 (NkgT)* ,  w =~vw' iff p~P and 
w =~ w'. *~e is the reflexive and transitive closure of =~v. From [8] it is algorithmically 
unsolvable whether, given grammar G = (N, T, S, P)  and word v ~ T*, S ~>v v. 
From this result, it is an easy exercise to show the following. Let v' =/= A and let 
G' = (N', T', S', P ' )  be a grammar where P '  is a set of productions of the type 
v 1 ~ v2, where v 2 4 = h, i.e., v l ,  vz ~ (N'  u T')* - -  {h}. Then it is algorithmically 
unsolvable whether S ~ *~p v' ~ T*. 
Let A be a set of binary labels, then a normal word structure over A is any structure 
of the type 
= ~... , |  , |  
where x 1 , x~ , . . . ,  Xn_ 1 , X n E .~ .  
Word structure (over A) is any structure isomorphic to a normal word structure 
(over A). Let A + = {W' [ W' is word structure over A}. Define function f:  A + 
A* - -{A} such that for W'~W,  f (W' )=f (W)=xIX2""Xn_ lXn .  Note that 
function f is surjection. 
Let (W0, P)  be a system where W 0 is a normal word structure (~) _~s @, S e N 
and P is a set of productions of the type V 1 => V~., where both V 1 and V~ are normal 
word structures over N u T. 
By induction on n the following can be shown: I f  W 0 =@ W then W is a word 
structure over N u T and for a grammar G = (N, T, S, P'), where P '  = {f(V1) 
f(V2) l V1 ~ V2 ~ P}, S ~, f (W) .  As a consequence, if W is a word structure over T, 
then it is algorithmically unsolvable whether some W' isomorphic to W is derived 
in (W0, P). 
For our construction, let us have b, a q~ T u N and productions 
p=|  ~_~(~ a | 
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Then @ --+<=> @ is reproducing in S = (W0, P v3 {p, q}) iff normal word structure 
(~) ~ @ or an isomorphic structure is derived in (Wo, P), which is the above- 
mentioned unsolvable problem. | 
In the rest of the section, we shall investigate sufficient conditions for a pattern to 
be reproducing. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let ~ be a pattern of finite order in (% P). Let q~ *:>e ~ ~ 9 ,  where 
cg ~ r and ~ C 9 .  Then ~ is reproducing in (% P). (co denotes disjoint union.) 
Proof. First, to given embedding e and its extension we shall inductively define 
e i in the following way. e ~ is identity, e ~ = e i-1 o e (i.e., composition of d -1 and e). 
Domains of respective xtensions will be clear from the context; hence we shall not 
state them explicitly. Then we shall prove the following statement by induction on i. 
(1) For i = 2, 3 ..... there exist q~l, q~ ..... %-1, % such that 
and 
{Pl :~:>P ~2 ~P "'" *:~P ~9i--1 ~P  ~)i , 
The base of the induction is for i = 2. Then ~o 1 = % q~2 = W ~ 9 = e~ u e0(Cg), 
and ~01 Ne goz. 
For the induction step, suppose (1) is true. Let d-1(9~) = ei-2(cg), then e i-1 is 
isolated embedding and by Corollary 2.16, ~i Ne q~i+l, where 
~/+1 : (~Oi - -  ei+l(~)) UJ ei+l((~ k2) 9 )  = e~ k2) e(9) W "" t~ ei-l(9) C) ei-l(r~f) 
and (1) is proved. 
The following two observations can be seen easily. 
(2) I f~  is a pattern of 9 andg '  ~9,  then~ a is a pattern o fg '  and #(~ C9)  = 
#(~ c 93. 
(3) If ~ is a pattern of 6~ ~ ~,  then #(~ C 0/O ~)  >~ #(~ C 0/) q- #(~ C ~).  
Then from statements (1), (2) and (3), 
#(~C%)  >~ ( i - -  1 ) '#(~C~)  +#(~C~o)  >~ i - -  1. 
Then for every j, there exists i such that #(~ C ~0i) < i -- 1 ~< #(~ C ~oi) and ~ is 
reproducing in S. | 
The examples of Section 4 are reproducing according to this theorem. Moreover 
they are reproducing according to the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let qo = ~ ~ ~, where C[ is connected and ~ f~ ~. Let ~o *~ v cp', 
where ~o' ~ ~ '  ~9 C[" ~ ~', where Cl ~-~ CI' ~-~ ~" and ~ ,-~ ~'. Then ~ is a reproducing 
pattern in (% P). 
Proof is by the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.9. l f  ~ is connected and every embedding e: ~ --+ q~ is isolated, then ~ is 
pattern of 9. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let ~ be reproducing in S and for every 9~ derived in S, let there exist 
cp' derived in S' such that of' ,~ q~. Then ~ is reproducing in S'. 
Proof of Corollary 3.8. Define a new production p = q~ =~ ~0' and let us have 
a system (% (p}). Then C/is obviously a pattern of finite order in (% (p)) and by 
q~' implies Theorem 3.8, it is reproducing in (% {p)). It is easy to verify that 9 =~ 
q~ *~e ~o' (by induction on ) and by Lemma 3.10, C/is reproducing in (% P). | 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, two simple examples illustrate the previous theory, particularly 
Corollary 3.8. In addition they display another feature of systems, which is very 
similar to that of "Conway game of life" [2]. It is very interesting, even amusing, to 
construct systems which display various kinds of lifelike behavior. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 (reproduction of ribbons). Ribbons are simple patterns 
:~ -~ ({1, 2,..., n}, {N(I, 2),..., N(n -- 1, n)}) 
of arbitrary length n ~ 2 (see also Fig. 8). Let us have the following productions 
(cf. Fig. 9). 
/)1 = ({1, 2}, {N(1, 2))) =~ ({2, 3, 4), {M(3, 4), N(4, 2))), 
P2 =- ((1, 2, 3, 4), {M(1, 2), N(2, 3), N(3, 4))) 
({1, 2, 4, 5, 6), {N(2, 5), N(5, 4), N(1, 6), M(6, 5)}), 
P3 ---- ({1, 2, 3), {M(1, 2), N(2, 3)}) ~ ((1, 2, 4, 5}, (N(2, 4), N(1, 5))). 
FIGURE 8 
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Then S = (~, ( Pl ,  P2, P3)) is a system, in which ~ is reproducing by Corollary 3.8. 
The process of reproduction is illustrated by Fig. 10. (Numbers inside nodes and 
labels N were ommitted for easier reading.) Figure 10a is the original ribbon ~. 
Figure 10b is the ribbon after the first production Pl ,  which adds a new node to the 
leftmost end of the ribbon by an edge labeled M and thus starts a new offspring. 
Note that this can happen only at the leftmost end of the ribbon, otherwise the 
production does not apply (ef. Theorem 2.10). Then production P2 adds another node 
and we have the situation from Fig. 10c. Then an arbitrary sequence of productions 
P2 and Pl follows. The ribbon acquires the form of Fig. 10d, where it can nondeter- 
ministieally grow several offsprings, some of them already having offsprings of their 
own. Finally, production P3 applies and the offspring is separated from the parent 
(Fig. 10e.) In this way the population of ribbons of the same length in system S grows. 
Note that the ribbon ~ is reproducing in S according to Definition 3.2. Moreover, 
a stronger condition holds. Namely, for every q~for which ~0 *=>p % there exist 
~o I , q~ ,... such that 
go *~p q~l *~p q~ e  "", 
and 
#(~ c ~) < #(~ c ~1) < #(~ c ~2) < "". 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (reproduction of bubbles). Bubbles are patterns of the type 
5~ = ({1, 2,..., n}, {N(1, 2) ..... N(n  --  1, n), N(n,  1)}), where n ~ 4 (see Fig. 12a). 
Let us have the productions (cf. Fig. 11) 
ql = ({1, 2, 3), {N(1, 2), N(2, 3)}) ~ ({1, 5, 3, 4), {N(1, 5), M(4, 5), M(5, 4), N(5, 3))), 
q2 = ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {N(1, 2), N(2, 3), N(3, 4), M(5, 2), M(3, 6)}) 
({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {N(1, 2), N(2, 3), N(3, 4), N(5, 6))). 
Then S = (M, {ql, q2}) is a system where M is reproducing. (cf. Fig. 12) An 
offspring can start at any "unoccupied" node by production ql (see Fig. 12b). 
"Unoccupied" means not participating in any edges labeled by M (el. Theorem 2.10). 
After the first application of production q2 we get a situation similar to that 
of Fig. 12c. Then there is a continuation of any sequence of productions qx, q2 where 
qx promotes new offsprings while q2 merges them together. The result is a simultaneous 
growth of many offsprings (cf. Fig. 12d). Finally, in the situation of Fig. 12d, a new 
offspring is set free by production q2 (el. Fig. 12e). 
Again, ~ is reproducing in S according to both Definition 3.2 and stronger 
conditions of the last example. 
There might be other interesting examples; for example, it may happen that the 
"environment" d ~ of Corollary 3.8 of the reproducing pattern is more hostile than that 
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of Examples 4.1 and 4.2 and the pattern must preprocess parts of that environment 
(represented by some small patterns) before they are usable. Then it joins them to 
itself and thus creates a copy. Other patterns may need cooperation n the process of 
construction, etc. Construction of these and other more complicated examples is 
left to the imaginative reader. 
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